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ABSTRACT

Nanomaterials are used for the miniaturization of particular electronic device. But new era of technology demands a cheaper and more commercial method to produce excellent material especially silicon dioxide. The present work deals with the sol-gel synthesis of SiO2 material and also provides a basic understanding of the effect of calcination temperature on the growth of SiO2 by hydrolysis of TEOS with ethanol, deionized water and catalyst mixture. The properties of resulting materials were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD), AFM and optical properties through UV-visible spectroscopy and Photo Luminescence (PL). The XRD study of pure SiO2 with calcination temperature at 300°C shows well crystalline characteristics and having hexagonal crystal structure. SEM results show obtained silica particles were having spherical morphology. The proper temperature the PL intensity was reduced and the shape of the emission spectrum slightly split into sharp peaks. UV-visible absorbance spectra of the silica samples having wide band gap showing absorbance in the ultra violet region. The
degradation of methylene blue was selected as a test reaction to confer the photocatalytic activity of as obtained SiO2 samples. The results showed a strong correlation between the structure evolutions, crystallite size and photo degradation performance of SiO2. Although the photo degradation of silica calcined sample was found faster rate of MB breakdown than that of dried sample under visible irradiation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Metal oxides play a very important role in many areas of chemistry, physics and materials science. In technological applications, oxides are used in the fabrication of microelectronic circuits, sensors, piezoelectric devices, fuel cells, coatings for the passivation of surfaces against corrosion, and as catalysts [1]. Oxide nanoparticles can exhibit unique physical and chemical properties due to their limited size and a high density of corner or edge surface sites. Hence transition metal oxides (TMO) are the most widely used in the emerging field of magneto-electronics, catalysts, and photo catalysis, solar-cells, and gas-sensors applications [2]. SiO2 has been a subject of intensive research due to its outstanding physical and chemical characteristics. It exists in many crystalline forms, the better known being quartz, cristobalite, tridymite, stishovite, and coesite, but its best-known form is amorphous silicon dioxide. Therefore, amorphous silica continues as the focus of much fundamental research to understand its electronic structure, bonding characterization, defects, and optical properties. The inter-band optical properties having larger transition strengths and index of refraction of crystalline quartz and amorphous SiO2 vacuum in the ultraviolet UV region have been investigated using combined spectroscopic ellipsometry and UV spectroscopy [3,4,5]. Crystalline SiO2 has more sharp features in the inter-band transition strength spectrum than amorphous SiO2; the energy of the absorption edge for crystalline SiO2 is about 1eV higher than that for amorphous SiO2 [6,7]. Silica powder has demonstrated various properties according to its purity, shape, size and distribution and widely applied in the mechanical industry and as precise systems for chemical catalysts, ceramics, and photo-electricity elements etc. Applied fields for the silica corpuscular powder are expanding gradually because of the physicochemical merits of it.

The silicon dioxide has been synthesized by various techniques. There is significant interest in the synthesis of crystalline and uniform material, for the applications in microelectronics, optical, electrical and such various fields. The sol-gel process has been widely shown to be a very flexible route wet chemical techniques for the fabrication of a large variety of photonic materials in various configurations, such as monoliths, coatings, fibers and films for optical device applications [8]. The metal salt undergo hydrolysis and poly-condensation reactions to form a gel-like colloidal suspension consisting of both a liquid solvent and a solid metal oxide phase whose morphologies range from discrete particles to continuous polymer networks [9]. The sol-gel method has the merit of producing silica, by controlling the size and distribution at low temperatures. The nano-sized silica powders with very high specific surface area and low density were obtained using a low price water and HCl solution as a silica source [10].

It is well known that the structure of nano-oxides formed by sol-gel method depend on the preparation condition, the nature of the precursors and the ion source. The SiO2 sample having high purity to find potential applications in many fields such as controlled release application, sensor devices and catalysis and dielectric materials [11]. The sensitized mesoporous silica with acriflavin dye could find applications in nanosensors and in nanolasers [12]. The photocatalytic activity of oxide materials and polymers can be improved by the addition of SiO2 which increases the available surface area of the catalyst due to its large band gap [13,14]. It has been shown that the silica spherical nanostructure to obtain strong enhancement of the absorption rate or increase of the fluorescence emission depends upon the size of nanoparticles [15,16] in such a system. Kim et al. [17] proposed two models for titanium dioxide band gap energy was changed into higher form of energy in the introduction of silicon dioxide. The present paper is to investigate the influence of modifiers of organic and inorganic nature on the optical properties of SiO2 particles obtained by the sol-gel method. Multiple analytic techniques were used to monitor the prepared
samples was analyzed for grain size by XRD, surface morphology by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM), band gap by UV, and emission spectra through PL spectrophotometer. Preparation parameters including acidity of the solution of precursor, calcination temperature and their impact on crystallization of SiO2 xerogel and photodegradation of MB under visible light were systematically studied.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 Materials

All reagents used were of analytical grade purity. In this synthesis procedure, we use tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) as a precursor material was purchased from Sigma Aldrich, (99.9 % purity). The rest of the reagents were hydrochloric-acid (HCl) used as catalyst and solvents as ethanol and deionized water from Merck Chemical, (99.9 % purity).

2.2 Synthesis of Silica Nanoparticles

The silica nanomaterials have been obtained using the alkoxide route of the sol-gel method. In the synthesis of SiO2 particles, tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) (1 mole) prepared by dissolving in solvent ethanol (10 ml), and deionized water (35 ml) mixture was stirred for 10 min, and then added catalyst HCl (1 mole) drop wise into the above mixture and stirred magnetically 50 min at temperature 60° C and to become a white transparent homogeneous solution. Now the prepared sample is kept for aging about 2 hours for gel preparation at room temperature. The suspensions obtained were dried in an oven for 6 hours at 110° C; crystalline SiO2 particles were obtained then grinded to form SiO2 white powder. The obtained powder sample was calcined in furnace for 1 hour at temperature 300° C for further material characterization. For convenience, the abbreviation sample 1 and sample 2 denote SiO2 prepared with dried in an oven at 110° C and grinded SiO2 powder sample with calcined in furnace at temperature 300° C respectively.

2.3 Characterization

Nano-particles in the silica matrices were observed surface morphology by using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (JEOL–JSM-6390). An optical property was studied by UV–Vis diffuse absorption spectra were recorded with a Cary 5000 UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer and photo luminescence measurement were obtained by PL Hitachi F- 7000 Fluorescence Spectroscopy. The X-ray diffraction patterns of samples were measured on a PANalytical XPert Pro Philips Company. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used for crystal phase identification and estimation of the average crystallite size. Atomic force microscope (AFM) studies were carried out using a NT-MDT Solver Next, Software-Nova PX. Samples were applied on glass plate having clean surface.

2.4 Measurement of Photo-Catalytic Activity

The photo-catalytic activity of silica nanoparticle catalyst was characterized by photo- degradation of methylene blue (MB) dye as a model compound under visible light irradiation. The test for catalytic activity under a visible mercury lamp 50 W was used as visible source. For an examination of catalytic activity experiments were carried out using a setup of photo-oxidation reactor under a dark black box. All photocatalytic activity measurement experiments were carried out in a 100ml beaker, which had its sidewalls covered with aluminum foil to prevent light from other sources from entering the beakers. This ensured that all light came from one direct source. The lamp was fitted on the top of the reactor. The distance between lamp and photo-catalysis system was about 1 cm. Prior to illumination, a suspension containing 0.05g of SiO2 catalyst was added 1 ml/L-1 MB (10-4) aqueous solution and magnetically stirred in dark for about 15 min., which allowed it to reach adsorption equilibrium and uniform dispersal. A magnetic stirrer was equipped at the bottom of the reactor to achieve effective dispersion. The solution containing nanoparticle catalyst was left 15 min. adsorption time in dark box condition was allowed and the solution was exposed to visible irradiation from a 50 W mercury lamp. The experiment was performed at room temperature and a pH of about 1-2. During illumination, the dyed water probes were collected a 5 ml aliquot sample at various time intervals and centrifuged to remove the photo-catalyst before analysis by UV-visible spectrometer at 664 nm corresponding to maximum absorption wavelength (λmax) of MB.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Study of Morphology Using SEM

In the present work, the sample of SiO2 was prepared by sol-gel techniques. We used SEM
to study the morphology of the sample prepared by using catalyst.

It was found that the factors that affected the overall sol satiability include considerable emphasis of hydrochloric-acid and TEOS, and the steps mentioned for sol preparation. On sol stability on deleting the reaction that modifying HCl was an immediate precipitation and inhomogenety. A strong initial exothermic reaction and fast gelatine resulted from pre-reacting the TEOS with the hydrochloric-acid. Fig. 1 shows the SEM micrographs of SiO2 particles prepared at 110°C dried temperature and calcinations temperature. As shown in Fig. 1(a), the as-prepared powder consists of spherical particles with poor agglomeration, and the aggregation takes place during the particle growth process at higher temperatures (Fig. 1b).

Silica samples reveal that the dried sample at 110°C temperature, the SiO2 particles agglomerate and the boundaries diffuse to form discrete structures. When treated at proper temperature (calcined at 300°C temperature) conditions, the material could diffuse to form a bulk having well-defined boundaries. It is observed that, silica sample calcined at the 300°C having the spherical morphology and in regular in shape.

![SEM images of SiO2 samples: (a) dried at 110°C, (b) calcined at 300°C](image)

**Fig. 1. SEM images of SiO2 samples: (a) dried at 110°C, (b) calcined at 300°C**

### 3.2 Study of XRD of SiO2 Structures

X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) analysis was carried out on powder form and typical diffraction patterns are shown in Fig. 2. From these graphs we can find the size of the sub-micrometer particles or crystallites by using Debye-Scherer equation as illustrated below:

\[ D = \frac{K \lambda}{\beta \cos \theta} \]

where, \( D \) is the average crystallite size, \( K \) is a constant depend on the crystallite shape (0.9), \( \lambda \) is the X-ray wavelength (in this case, \( \lambda = 1.5418 \) Å for Cu-Ka radiation), \( \beta \) is the full width at half maxima (FWHM), and \( \theta \) is the Bragg’s angle. Using the above equation we can determine the size of the particles. On comparing our obtained XRD spectrum from the JCPDS Card #850335 for SiO2, we can assure that the material formed is SiO2 (Quartz) nanoparticles, as the peaks reveal the formation of particles having dimensions in nm range and the reflection from (100), (110), (102), (111), (200) and (201) planes, at 29 values 20.861°, 36.550°, 39.470°, 40.296°, 42.457°, and 45.800° for the sample synthesized via sol-gel route. From the XRD pattern, it is clear that the material formed is having hexagonal crystal structure and is primitive lattice with lattice parameters \( a=b=4.913 \) Å and \( c=5.405 \) Å.

Figs. 2(a) and (b) is instances of the X-ray diffraction patterns taken from sol residues dried at 110°C and calcinated at 300°C. The XRD pattern of the sample dried at 110°C is characteristic of amorphous in nature; it shows that peptization can accelerate the crystallization and having crystallite size 70-80 nm. The XRD peaks become sharper as the calcinations at 300°C temperature and its crystallite size increases to 50-55 nm. As a result it can be concluded that the increase in heat treatment temperature to 300°C made a gradual crystallization of the material. The crystallite of powder samples obtained from sol-gel method is ultrafine in dimensions, which means that the bonding between Si and O is spontaneous, the
crystalline particles having random structure. However, with calcination temperature at 300°C there is an increase in the diffraction peaks intensity indicating an improvement in the crystallinity of the material. But in the presence of HCl enhances the acidic reaction in the solution [10]. This confirms the amorphous structure of the material which can be used for catalytic purposes and adsorption processes [18].

Fig. 2. XRD analysis of SiO2 samples: (a) dried at 110°C, (b) calcined at 300°C

3.3 Study of UV-Visible Spectroscopy of SiO2 Structures

Fig. 3 illustrates the UV-Visible absorption spectra of SiO2 synthesized via sol-gel route dried at 110°C and calcined at 300°C. The band gap energies (Eg) of samples were determined by the equation (2).

\[ E_g = \frac{h c}{\lambda} \]  

Where, \( E_g \) is the band gap (eV), \( h \) is the Planck’s constant (4.135 x 10^-6 eV), \( c \) is the velocity of light (3 x 108 m/s), and \( \lambda \) (nm) is the wavelength of the absorption edge in the spectrum.

The absorption edges around 350 nm were observed for the dried at 110°C (sample 1) and around 351 nm for calcinations at 300°C (sample 2). Compared SiO2 with dried temperature, the band gap was changed from 3.54429 eV to 3.53419 eV of calcination temperature. This change demonstrates a strategy for shaping photo-catalysis by an atomic-level doping for nano-catalyst. In addition, the absorption spectra of the sample 2 also showed a stronger absorption than sample 1 under UV irradiation, indicating that sample 2 could be a promising approach for increasing the catalytic activity. UV-visible absorbance spectra show wide band gap value of the prepared sample which makes it suitable for its application in electronic industries, substrates of computer chips and solar cells [19,20]. UV-visible spectroscopy results showing synthesized materials absorbance in the UV region and very low absorbance is shown in the visible region. There are some other peaks which may be due to impurities or presence of bi-products formed during synthesis.

3.4 PL Spectroscopy Study of SiO2 Structures

Fig. 4 shows the PL emission spectrum of SiO2 nanoparticles. PL is done for justifying UV-visible results, to observe whether material is excited or not at wavelength showing maximum absorbance by UV. By this emission of full spectrum (200 nm to 900 nm) excited by particular wavelength gives some peaks of maximum wavelength. The bands are present in the UV regions and are attributed due to the presence of various types of defects in the as-synthesized SiO2. The probable defects can be interstitial Si or O2 (SiI or O2I), silica vacancy (Vsi) or the oxygen antisite (Osi). Luminescence features also depend on other crucial factor which includes solvent, atmosphere, temperature, etc. and is attributed to different processing conditions during synthesis process. Fig. 4 (a) shows that, a wide emission band was observed in the silica sample which is dried at 110°C. The result shows that a wide excitation in the ultraviolet range similar to Nile Blue [22]. In Fig. 4 (b) the PL intensity was slightly reduced and the shape of the PL spectrum obviously split into sharp peaks, shows the formation of resolved manifold lines implies that positive ions were located on the well-defined lattices site in the SiO2 structures. A PL
spectrum shows a slightly sharp emission band with a maximum intensity at 381.8 nm and some side peaks at 435.2 nm and 554.5 nm.

3.5 Atomic Force Microscopy

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was employed to characterize the surface morphology of the prepared samples. For AFM characterization the powder samples were dissolved in acetone and then sonicated using for 30 minutes. The mixture was then spincoated with Holmarc’s Spin Coater, Model no: HO-TH-05 at 6000rpm on thin glass substrate. This film was inserted under AFM tip for taking images.

In Fig. 5 (a) and (b) the 2D topographic image shows that the SiO2 sample with dried temperature exhibits a flat and ill-defined surface, whereas SiO2 sample with calcined temperature exhibits a rougher but still moderately flat texture and well-structured granular nano-surface with clear interstices between the particles/aggregates. The results show that, the silica particle calcined at 300°C makes it possible to obtain the material with a higher degree of porosity, which should have a beneficial influence on the photo degradation of the materials dosed with a template provided that the pores are accessible for an organic pollutant.

3.6 Photo Degradation

In order to study the photo degradation activity of the both prepared samples, we have used them to photodecomposition of methylene (MB) was investigated in aqueous heterogeneous suspensions, respectively. The maximal absorption of MB solutions is at 332 nm and 664 nm under our experimental conditions. Fig. 6 shows the normalized graph of photo-degradation performances of the SiO2 samples. Before irradiation of the photo-catalyst with visible light, an hour was allowed in order to account for any changes in concentration due to adsorption of organics on the photo-catalyst surface. The results show that the adsorption of MB dye without catalyst gets saturated after 60 min. light irradiations; the concentration of MB does not increase any more with prolonging of light irradiation time.

![Fig. 3. UV-Vis spectra of SiO2 samples: (a) dried at 110°C, (b) calcined at 300°C](image-url)
Fig. 4. PL spectra of SiO2 samples: (a) dried at 110°C, (b) calcined at 300°C

In the photo-degradation of methylene blue by SiO2 at dried sample and calcined sample under visible light irradiation. Silica sample calcined at 300°C show increase in crystallite size, due to their large surface area the photo-degradation activity enhanced. The SiO2 sample dried at 110°C temperature the photo-degradation of MB preceded at a much slower rate. In this case, sample 2 has higher degradation than sample 1. There are a difference in the performance of the photocatalyst of SiO2 sample 1 and 2 under visible irradiation light source (indicated in Fig. 6).
The photocatalysis activity are responsible for the two factors include surface phenomenon that is being very sensitive to the amount of surface OH groups which may act as the principal reactive oxidant in the photoreactions and increase in crystallinity [23]. The photocatalytic activity goes on increasing continued irradiation for both samples and no saturation or increase in photo degradation activity is observed indicating that these catalysts are stable under experimental conditions employed in this study. As one can see, the catalyst sample 2 absorbs the solute better than the catalyst of sample 1 under in visible irradiation, and there was marked improvement in the rate of photo-catalytic breakdown of MB.

![AFM images](image1)

**Fig. 5.** The AFM images (2D surface analysis) of SiO2 samples: (a) dried at 110°C, (b) calcined at 300°C

Fig. 6 shows that the catalyst sample 2 of silica particle had faster rate of MB breakdown than sample 1 under visible light source. The visible region is a much wider spectrum, so this increases the chances of light of the correct wavelength hitting the surface of the photocatalyst to active it. After few minute of exposure to visible light, about 50% of the methylene blue had been broken down. Compared with the photo degradation performance of two samples, the appropriate size of SiO2 obtained by appropriate annealing temperature will bring out the best result.

![Photo-degradation performances](image2)

**Fig. 6.** Photo-degradation performances of SiO2 samples: (a) without catalyst, (b) dried at 110°C and (c) calcined at 300°C under visible light irradiation

4. CONCLUSION

The ultrafine SiO2 particles were synthesized by sol-gel method and used as photocatalysts. The calcination temperature has played significant role in the dimensional as well as optical properties of material. From the XRD pattern, it is clear that the material formed is having hexagonal crystal structure. As the calcination temperature at 300°C, the crystallite size increases. The SEM images reveal that material formed has a discrete shape, varying in shape and structure. Both XRD and SEM studies confirms that material SiO2 so formed is amorphous in nature, which could be converted into crystalline material under appropriate temperature and suitable chemical environment. Powder morphology in these criteria is almost spherical, which is due to acidic condition that prevents agglomeration. The well-structured morphology displaced in the AFM image during the thermal treatment exhibit well-structured granular nano-surface.

UV and PL spectra both reveal that both SiO2 samples show absorbance spectra in UV region.
The silica samples having wide band gap showing absorbance in the ultraviolet region which makes it suitable for its application in electronic industries. PL shows wide emission band in the silica sample which is dried at 110°C. SiO2 calcined at 300°C the PL intensity was reduced and the shape of the emission spectrum obviously split into sharp peaks which shows the well-defined lattice site in the silica structures. Detailed analysis of the results prove that SiO2 powder annealed at 300°C exhibited superior photoactivities over the other catalyst, indicating that the appropriate annealing temperature could improve their photoactivities performance. It can be due to its greater size and crystallinity of the solid sample. The photocatalytic activity of silica calcined sample performed best in photo degradation of MB breakdown than that of dried sample under visible light source.
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